RIMLS BEST PhD THESIS

The doctoral thesis is a proof of the ability of the PhD candidate to perform independent scientific research. Yearly RIMLS gives an award to the most outstanding thesis.

Award: Max 500 Euros

Next award date: New Years Drink, 12 January 2021

Application procedure

• Nominations should be sent to rimls.info@radboudumc.nl at the latest 1 December 2020.
• Nominations must be accompanied with a motivation letter including (a digital) copy of the thesis.

Selection procedure

• Group leaders are invited to propose candidates.
• Thesis is successfully defended between 1-1-2020 and 31-12-2020.
• PhD students must be registered in RIMLS PhD programme.
• RIMLS affiliation must mentioned in thesis.
• Portfolio of training preferentially included in thesis.
• A RIMLS jury will decide upon winner based on a short motivation highlighting why the thesis is groundbreaking. Considerations:
  o Contribution to new knowledge/theory and/or change in practice after the appearance of the publication, i.e. revolutionary aspect.
  o Multidisciplinary nature of any publication(s), i.e. broadness of application
  o Impact for scientific community.
  o Societal impact.
  o Expected long-term impact (>5 years).
  o Related patent(s)